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Carey Olsen Bermuda continues its ascent up the leaderboards 

  
Similar to the recent Legal 500 rankings, Carey Olsen Bermuda was, once again, the most 

improved law firm in Bermuda, according to the 2022 edition of Chambers Global. 

  

Recognised by clients for how it 'sets itself apart by its responsiveness' and for being 'our 

number one choice in Bermuda across all practice areas', the firm is ranked in all legal 

practice areas under consideration by Chambers and Partners: corporate and finance; dispute 

resolution; and insurance.  

  

As well as being the most improved offshore law firm on the island, it is also the only one 

where all of its partners are ranked, with each of them receiving strong recommendations 

and endorsements – a remarkable achievement for a firm that is still only four years old. 

  

The corporate team was praised for its 'knowledge, experience, effectiveness and reliability' 

with the insurance practice being noted for its advice on a 'wide range of non-contentious 

insurance mandates, including acquisitions and restructuring'. Corporate partners Steven 

Rees Davies, Mary Ward and Gavin Woods also received individual recognition with positive 

reviews. Steven is considered a 'very polished lawyer' and 'extremely competent on 

corporate set-up and governance issues in the digital asset space', while Mary, ranked in both 

corporate & finance and insurance, is praised for being 'super-responsive, very pragmatic, 

commercial and very knowledgeable'. Gavin, who is ranked for insurance, is 'proactive in 

relation to issues, thinks outside the box, has good contacts and is very responsive'.  

  

The disputes team has similar praise for its 'commitment to quality' and how clients 'can trust 

them to deliver advice on time, in a pragmatic manner and to have taken into account any 

specifics relevant to our organisation'. Partner Keith Robinson retains his position as one of 

Bermuda's pre-eminent advocates and is described as 'an excellent lawyer' and as someone 

with 'a lexicon of knowledge in his head which he is able to apply for all purposes in a 

succinct, accurate and timely way', whilst fellow partner Michael Hanson is recognised as 



being 'extremely knowledgeable and highly credible' and as someone who 'really 

demonstrates that he values building a long-term relationship'. 

  

In addition, London-based counsel Sheba Raza is once again recognised as the single top 

practitioner in the foreign expertise section of the rankings for Bermudian law. She is 

'recommended for corporate and finance transactions, with noted strength in structured 

finance'. 

  

Carey Olsen Bermuda managing partner Michael Hanson said: "To have firmly established 

ourselves in the Bermuda legal market in such a short time period is testament to everyone 

associated with the firm, including our clients, who we thank for their support, and our own 

staff for their unwavering commitment and hard work." 

  

A leading reference and ranking guide for law firms and lawyers, Chambers Global's rankings 

are based on client feedback and the findings of wholly independent industry researchers.  

  

 


